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Volgograd
Technical

STU is the leading regional University, which
ranks among the best institutions in the
amount of qualified specialists of Volgograd
region, the South of Russia and some foreign
countries. University obtains a well-developed
infrastructure, ensures high professional level and
influences forming of social qualities of students
for their successful integration in the international
economy. According to the strategy of University
there was founded a research and education
industrial complex (cluster) focused on training
of well-qualified specialists for high-tech sectors
of economy.
We pay great attention to fundamental and applied research and to the development of priority
areas of science, technology and technological
progress, as well as to the output of science-driven
products. VSTU has a dynamically developing
school of metallurgists, chemists, mechanical engineers, material engineers, welders, instrumentation engineers, as well as high-level developing
science, highly-qualified specialists training. Focus
on research determines further innovative development of VSTU.

State
University

Transformations in the sphere of higher education of the
Russian Federation were affected and realized in VSTU as a
multilevel system of educational programs, modern forms of
academic activity organization, quality control, adequate material and technical support.
Favorable social environment has been created in a large team
of employees and students. Most of them share cultural and ethical values, keep and develop tradition of polytechnic school.
Development of international cooperation and internationalization of University is one of the most important instruments
of strategy implementation of VSTU. University has been training specialists for foreign countries for 50 years. Since 1962,
there has been held training of highly-qualified specialists for
countries of Europe, Asia, Africa, Near East and Latin America.
During this time, over 5000 foreign students from 72 countries
around the world have been taught Russian language for further
study at other Russian universities. 1650 students of them have
got a diploma of our University and 64 got a PhD degree. The
amount of foreign students has increased over the last 5 years
and today there are 500 foreign students who study at University every year. VSTU also offers wide range of Master’s degree
programs and PhD programs for international students, who
defense their PhD theses.
Training in Russian language of international students requires
from them some special pre-university education. For this purpose the Faculty for Foreign Students Training was founded in
University in 1973. It provides international students for further
study at universities of Russia on the following specialties: economy, engineering and humanities. Students of this faculty obtain
the following disciplines depending on their specializations:
Engineering – Russian language, physics, mathematics, chemistry, information science, regional geography, technical drawing;
Economic - Russian language, mathematics, information science, country studies, economics, geography;
Humanities - Russian language, literature, cultural studies,
country studies, geography.
Period of studies – 1 year.
During the study at the Faculty for Foreign Students Training
students learn Russian culture, take part in the life of University
and the city, visit museums and have an opportunity to show
their creativity.
International students who have undertaken the language training
can continue their studies on Bachelors’ programs which are realized at our University. The training is being held by highly skilled
teachers, specialists and scientists during 8 semesters. The course
of studies is divided into cycles:
• Mathematics and sciences
• Profession (within it the specified training in accordance with
the future activities is being organized)
• Humanities, sociology and economics
Students, who obtain Bachelor’s degree and have undertaken
the language training can go in for the Master’s programs which
last 4 semesters.
We invite all the interested applicants and their parents to
learn more about the most promising study programs of our
University.

Informatics
and computer science
Bachelor degree

S

pecialists in the sphere of IT are constantly demanded,
deficit of qualified personnel in IT field is found all over
the world, especially in EEMEA.
The IT specialists’ training at VSTU has been cared for already
more than 30 years. The most IT companies of the region are
created, headed and staffed by graduates of our University. Our
graduates successfully work at the leading Russian and international companies (Yandex, Kaspersky Laboratory, Rostelekom,
Intel, Microsoft, HP, CISCO, ZyXEL and others), often owning chief
posts and positions of leading specialists.
The results of participation in the World Championship on
Programming ACM ICPC demonstrate the high level of training
at the Faculty. Since 2008 our teams keep the highest positions
in the South Federal Region and in 2012 they took the 36th place
in the final stage (out of 112 finalists and 8500 participating
teams of the first stage).
Training of specialists at the Faculty includes all the key IT
aspects: algorithmic, program, apparatus, net supply, informational safety. Special attention is paid to relevance of the
studied technologies – students learn parallel programming
and modern HPC, distributed and cloud computing, modern
agile developments, embedded and mobility systems, robotics,
artificial intellect and many others. The training is being held
on the modern equipment (computing HPC-cluster, servers HP,
SuperMicro, accelerators GPU NVidia, Intel Xeon Phi, Altera
FPGA, net equipment CISCO and ZyXEL, microcontrollers AVR,
TI, Intel, etc.) and program means. Networking Academy CISCO
functions at the Faculty. Training of IT-specialists in 4 sections
is being held:
– “Computing machines, complexes, systems and nets”;
– “Automated systems of information processing and management”;
– “Computer-aided-design”;
– “Computing systems of high performance”.
The program of studies includes internships at leading IT
companies, enterprises, state institutions of the region, university spin-offs. Internships at the leading universities of Russia,
Europe are being held within the Summer School Intel, multiple
events held by our Faculty (jointly with Intel there were held 2
All-Russian Youth Schools on robotics, embedded systems and
HPC “Atmosphere”). Students of the higher courses take an active
part in real IT projects.
When graduating, students defend their qualification work.
There is a possibility to continue studies in the range of Master’s
programs of the same field.

The results of participation in the
World Championship on Programming ACM ICPC demonstrate the high
level of training at the Faculty.

Automation of technological
processes and production
Bachelor degree

Graduates of our University who studied within this program successfully work at the biggest enterprises and scientific organizations of Russia and abroad, hold positions from
heads of departments and laboratories to main constructors
and managing directors.

P

roduction automation is a process in development
of machine production, in which the functions of
management and control which were done by a man
before turn to devices and automated applications. Introduction
of automatization on production lets significantly increase
labour productivity and output quality, minimize quantity of
staff in different fields of production.
Automation of technological process is an assembly of
methods and means, intended for realization of systems allowing managing the technological process itself without man’s
participation, or giving a man an opportunity to take the most
important decisions. As a result of automation of technological
process increase efficiency, safety, economy of production processes and also the production ecology improves.
A Bachelor graduate of this field is a specialist of full-range,
qualified in the sphere of computer training. His tasks are: design with the help of modern CAD tools, computer simulation
of production objects, automated development of technological
processes, including equipment with numerical control and
automatic production systems.
These competences and knowledge will help a graduate of our
University easily to accustom both in machinery production and
in other production fields.

A Bachelor in this field can work at any sphere
of science and technology, aimed to production of
competitive goods of machinery, including:
– using of modern design methods;
– implementing of construction and technological information means and automated design;
– knowledge of managing and other technologically oriented systems;
– organization and managing of production.
The training program includes practices at the
leading machine-building enterprises, where
students get the corresponding experience and
competences.
Graduates of our University who studied within
this program successfully work at the biggest
enterprises and scientific organizations of Russia
and abroad, hold positions from heads of departments and laboratories to main constructors and
managing directors.

Technology and equipment
of industrial welding
Bachelor-Engineer degree

W

elding is a very young technological process. Not more
than 100 years ago welding as a technological process
was known only among specialists. Today there is
hardly a person who doesn’t know this term and hasn’t ever seen
the result of this process. Various types of welding are widely
used in industry, especially in oil producing and oil processing,
building, transport, microelectronics. Modern developments in
the sphere of welding let us to combine not only metals, glass,
ceramics and other materials.
According to UNESCO, welding is included to ten most demanded technological processes in the world and welding specialists
are always well-paid.
Students undertake profession-oriented trainings (for ex., oil
producing and oil processing industries) while studying.
When graduating, students defend their qualification work.
The Training Program includes several practices at the leading
machine-building and oil chemical enterprises of the RF, at which
students gain the corresponding experience and competences.
Graduates of our University who studied within this program
successfully work at the biggest enterprises and scientific organizations of Russia and abroad, hold positions from heads of
departments and laboratories to main constructors and managing directors.

According to UNESCO, welding is
included to ten most demanded
technological processes in the
world and welding specialists are
always well-paid.

Chemical engineering

More than 2000 Russian specialists and 200 foreign engineers and Masters for 26
countries have been trained
by UNIVERSITY on the program
“Chemical technology”.

Bachelor-Engineer degree
Master degree
“Chemical engineering” is a complex of methods of chemical
and oil raw-materials processing into the products of household
and technical purposes. Such products are: petroleum, diesel,
machine oils, washing agents, plant and animal protection products from pests and illnesses, semi products for plastic production, automobile tires, building and finish materials.
Training of Bachelor-Engineers is performed by highly qualified
professors and professionally oriented special training is also being done, for ex. chemical production or oil processing industry.
When graduating, students defend their qualification work.
Master’s Program for those who have Bachelor degree takes
4 semesters. Specialists on chemical engineering have a wide
knowledge which lets to work at large, medium and small
enterprises which produce various chemical products. During
their training students undertake an internship at the leading
chemical enterprises where they learn production of the most
important large-tonnage chemical products of organic synthesis;
production management, economic and ecology issues.
Specialists on oil processing have knowledge on all basic issues
of fuel and oil field, on gases processing. They are well educated
on chemical and engineering issues of oil and gas processing;
acquainted to all basic processes of oil processing. Internships
are being held at the largest and world-known oil processing enterprises, such as “LUKOIL”, where students can learn advanced
technologies on oil processing, developed by such world leaders
as “UOP”, “SHELL”, etc.
More than 2000 Russian specialists and 200 foreign engineers
and Masters for 26 countries have been trained by UNIVERSITY on
the program “Chemical technology”. Foreign graduates successfully
work in Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Columbia, India, Lebanon, Nepal,
Nicaragua, Nigeria, Syria, Vietnam and others. The obtained education
helped some of the graduates to start and develop their own chemical
business. Many international graduates succeeded in science – defended theses in Russia and some other European countries.

Technology of polymers
synthesis and processing
Bachelor-Engineer degree

he sphere of polymer material
science in contemporary world is
being dynamically developed; this
fact determines perspectives of
professional activity after graduation.

N

atural and synthetic rubbers and plastiсs are widely
used in automobile, airspace and shipbuilding, house
building, and other spheres because of their valuable
properties. Often, elastomers and plastics are used in cases when
any other material is not efficient. This is their unique property
in the modern material science. Statistics shows, that today
almost 54% of world chemists work in the field of synthesis and
processing of polymers. That is why graduates of corresponding
specialties are in demand at enterprises of tire, rubber technical,
machine-building industries and in many other spheres.
When studying and doing graduation qualification works,
students take active part in research and industrial innovational
projects on creation of new receipts of polymers, rubbers for
tire and oil and gas producing industry, elastomer covers for
sport and building purpose. The results of their developments
are presented at conferences of different levels and published
in international journals.
Realization of curriculums is provided by specialized practices
in industries of various specializations.
The sphere of polymer material science in contemporary world
is being dynamically developed; this fact determines perspectives of professional activity after graduation.

Specialty
code

Name of specialty
Bachelors’ degree

011200.62
031600.62
080100.62
080200.62
141100.62
150100.62
150400.62
150700.62
151000.62
151900.62
190109.65
190600.62
190700.62
200100.62
220400.62
220700.62
221700.62
230100.62
230700.62
231000.62
240100.62
241000.62
260200.62
011200.68
080100.68
080200.68
150100.68
150400.68
150700.68
151900.68
190100.68
190600.68
190700.68
220400.68
220700.68
221700.68
230100.68
231000.68
240100.68
241000.68
260200.68
01.04.04
02.00.01
02.00.03
02.00.06
03.02.08
05.02.07
05.02.08
05.02.10
05.04.02
05.09.05
05.11.16
05.13.01
05.13.06
05.13.12
05.13.18
05.16.04
05.17.04
05.17.08
05.18.04
05.22.10
08.00.05

Physics
Advertisement and public relations
Economics
Management
Power engineering
Materials science and technologies of materials
Metallurgy
Machine building
Technological machines and equipment
Design and techniques supply of machine building industries
Ground transport and technological complexes
Exploitation of transport and technological machines and complexes
Technology of transport processes
Tool engineering
Managing in technical systems
Automatization of technological processes and production
Standardization and metrology
Informatics and computer engineering
Applied mathematics
Software engineering
Chemical technology
Power and resource saving processes in chemical technology, petrochemistry and biotechnology
Food products of animal origin
Masters’ degree
Physics
Economics
Management
Materials science and technologies of materials
Metallurgy
Machine building
Design and techniques supply of machine building industries
Ground transport and technological complexes
Exploitation of transport and technological machines and complexes
Technology of transport processes
Managing in technical systems
Automatization of technological processes and production
Standardization and metrology
Informatics and computer engineering
Software engineering
Chemical technology
Power and resource saving processes in chemical technology, petrochemistry and biotechnology
Food products of animal origin
PhDs’
Physical electronics
Inorganic chemistry
Organic chemistry
Macromolecular compounds
Ecology
Technology and equipment of mechanical and physicotechnical processing
Technology of machine building
Welding, related processes and technologies
Heat engines
Theoretical electrical engineering
Data retrieval and managing systems (in fields)
System analysis, managing and data processing
Automatization and management of technological processes and productions (in fields)
Systems of design automatization (in fields)
Mathematical design, numerical methods and complexes
Foundry engineering
Technology of organic materials
Processes and instruments of chemical technologies
Technology of meat, dairy and fish products and refrigerating productions
Exploitation of automobiles
Economics and national economy management (in fields and spheres of activity, including: economics, organization and management of enterprises, fields, complexes; management of innovations;
regional economics; logistics; labour economics; enterprise economics; marketing; management)

Contacts:
website: www.vstu.ru
Vice-rector on International Cooperation
Alexander Valentinovich Navrotskiy
Tel./Fax: +7 (8442) 23-41-21
E-mail: navrotskiy@vstu.ru
Dean of the Faculty for Foreign Students Training
Alexey Efimovich Godenko
Tel./Fax: +7 (8442) 23-44-20
E-mail: forstud@vstu.ru

